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NFT games in those years, such as Axie Infinity and the Sandbox, were very famous after their rise.
As more and more similar games appear, Binemon NFT game is a good example. So what’s unique
about Binemon NFT? Please read the following!

Do You Know Binemon?
Binemon is an NFT game with the theme of virtual pets. It has the concept of role-playing game
(RPG). Players can make profits and fight by collecting and trading NFTs eggs.
In the game, players must raise their beloved partner “Binemon” for training, breeding or sale
through the internal market. In addition, they can also claim ownership of the collectibles and
Binemons in the game, because they are non forgeable tokens or NFTs.

As a play and earn game, Binemon requires players to start with a small budget. They need NFT
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Binemons to enter the complete game. Binemon can be obtained by hatching eggs or directly buying
through the market with DRK token, which is one of the three native tokens in the Binemon
metauniverse.

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

How Does Binemon Work?
In order to provide an incentive based game experience, Binemon focuses on granting benefits
based on cryptocurrency, which can exchange and even trade profits, and puts forward the concept
of NFT of in-game ownership.

Binemon is user-friendly and requires low software specifications. Therefore, it is considered to be a
great game, and players around the world can get equal profit opportunities.
In addition, another reason why Binemon essentially adheres to the concept of “game revenue” is
that developers believe that players’ revenue share will increase the retention rate and growth on
the platform.

Today, Binemon’s servers operate globally. In addition, the game also provides player to
environment mode (PVE), such as battle and ancient pagoda, and player to player mode (PVP), so as
to improve the user’s game experience.

In Binemon, players can participate in competitive settings in duels, tournaments, guild wars and
battlefields. All of the above modes allow players to receive rewards, which can be used to breed
bingmeng or sold through the market.

How Do I Play Binemon NFT?
To help novices, we propose a quick guide. Before participating in the game, players must first
obtain the lovely bingmeng who will fight for them. These animals are classified into a series of
races, grades and classes.

Once players set up their Binemon team, they can enter PVE game mode and start collecting
rewards and combining monsters to gain a competitive advantage. Today, Binemon NFT games can
be played through Internet browsers and mobile applications on Android and IOS devices.

Players will face unique battles in different stages to get rewards. For those who are addicted to
PVE, you need great tactics to defend others and win Ambrosia, which is one of Binemon’s main
rewards. It’s not only for the charming players, but also for other players to get the pvbro level.
Higher level players will have greater opportunities to receive exclusive benefits from Binemon’s
partners and sponsors. Binemom’s in-game collection consists of eggs, characters, items and land.
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They can trade DRK coins as NFT on the Binemon market.

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

What is a DRK Token?
Not only is it an interesting NFT experience, Binemon also gives players profitable rewards in the
form of DRK coins. DRK coins are Binemon’s practical tokens, which can be obtained by raising
monsters or fighting.

In Binemon, the server is completely hosted by Draken, a blockchain with forensics consensus
method. The Binemon team chose Draken in three main ways.

Seamless network experience, fast and stable transaction speed (up to 5000tps, two second
block time), inspired by Ethereum 2.0.
Affordable gas costs help save players’ activities and transaction costs in the NFT market.
Dark privacy protocol provides on-demand privacy services, customization and security, which
conforms to the dynamic nature of NFT games.

Role of DRK and BIN Tokens  in Binemon Market
The Binemon ecosystem consists of two tokens and an in-game currency. Bin tokens are used for
governance, DRK is used for the market, and AMB represents Ambrosia.In addition to shopping
directly in the market, players can obtain Binemon monsters by using bin tokens. Bin tokens are
used to obtain eggs and sleeping pills to randomly obtain monsters like gachapon.

Players will randomly get monsters with different races (dogs, cats, unicorns and Titans), levels
(warriors, archers, mages, tankers, auxiliary) and 10 body parts (head, body, tail, ears, face, skin,
horns and wings).

Ambrosia (AMB) is a token in the game, which can be used to combine Binemons and buy Binemons
and epic land. Players can obtain ABM through battle. ABM can be converted into DRK or sell a
certain number of DRK in the market.

Finally, the DRK token is characterized by exchange in the market of binmeng.
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